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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] The present disclosure relates to data process-
ing, and in particular, image classification.
[0002] Users can locate images that are available on
the Internet by submitting a search query to a search
engine. The search query can be a text query that in-
cludes words describing image subject matter for which
the user is attempting to locate. The search system iden-
tifies images that correspond to the subject matter and
provides image search results that include references to
the identified images. The images can be identified, for
example, based on labels that are associated with the
images and/or text appearing near the images on the
web pages with which the images are presented.
[0003] The identified images can be, for example, im-
ages that are presented with web pages. Many different
categories of webpages can include images that are
identified in response to a search query. For example,
images are provided with webpages such as weblogs
("blogs"), social networking pages and newsgroups that
can be published by many different individuals. Within a
single domain (e.g., www.example.com) there can be
thousands of webpages, many of which have different
individual authors.
[0004] Due to the large number of different authors cre-
ating webpages located in the same domain, it can be
difficult to classify images provided through the domain
as belonging to a common topic. For example, within a
single blog domain, users may publish blogs directed to
topics ranging from sports, to politics, to parenting advice,
or even explicit (e.g., pornographic) topics. Thus, if each
image available through a common domain is classified
as belonging to a common topic, the images may not be
accurately classified.
[0005] Labels associated with the image and/or text
appearing near the image can inaccurately describe the
subject matter of the image or be ambiguous among dif-
ferent topics. For example, an image of Babe Ruth ap-
pearing in a blog may be associated with the text "The
Babe." While this text is relevant to the image, it is pos-
sible that the image could be of Babe Ruth, an actor play-
ing Babe Ruth, a pig featured in a move titled "Babe," or
even explicit images.
[0006] Providing images that are less relevant to the
topic of a user query can reduce the quality of image
search results. This is particularly true when images in-
cluding explicit content (e.g., pornography) are refer-
enced in search results responsive to a query that is not
directed to the explicit content. For example, search re-
sults responsive to a search query for "Babe Movie" in-
cluding an explicit image can substantially reduce the
quality of the search results for a user that is searching
for images of Babe Ruth.
[0007] The quality of image search results can be en-
hanced when images are accurately classified, such that

images that are not relevant to the user query can be
filtered or otherwise suppressed.
[0008] The document "Adaptive image retrieval using
a Graph model for semantic feature integration", URBAN
J ET AL: PROCEEDINGS OF THE ACM INTERNATION-
AL MULTIMEDIA CONFERENCE AND EXHIBITION -
MIR 2006, October 26-27, 2006, NY, US, pages 117-126,
ISBN:978-1-59593-495-6 discloses an adaptive and in-
teractive image retrieval framework based on visual and
textual features. The framework models both feature sim-
ilarities and semantic relations in a single graph.

SUMMARY

[0009] An image classification system analyzes image
selection data to classify and label images based on a
topic to which a previously selected image belongs.
These labels can then be used to filter image search re-
sults to remove references to images that are more rel-
evant to a topic other than the topic to which a search
query is directed. Additionally, the labels can be used to
filter all images that are directed to a topic (e.g., explicit
content), unless a user opts to have references to these
images presented. The labels can also be used to adjust
the presentation position at which images are referenced
in image search results based on topics to which the im-
ages belong.
[0010] In general, one aspect of the subject matter de-
scribed in this specification can be implemented in meth-
ods that include the actions obtaining a reference label
for a reference image, the reference label being a label
that specifies a first topic to which the reference image
belongs; identifying, in a data processing system, user
sessions during which the reference image was selected
for presentation, each user session being a period for
which selections of images are associated into a session
set; identifying, in the data processing system, co-select-
ed images for the reference image that were selected for
presentation during the user sessions, a co-selected im-
age being an image that is selected subsequent to se-
lection of the reference image; for each co-selected im-
age, generating, in the data processing system, a topic
score based on a frequency of selection of the co-select-
ed image for the reference image, the topic score repre-
senting a measure of relevance of the co-selected image
to the first topic; and labeling co-selected images having
topic scores that satisfy a threshold topic score as be-
longing to the first topic. This and other embodiments of
this aspect include corresponding systems, apparatus,
and computer program products.
[0011] These and other embodiments can optionally
include one or more of the following features. The meth-
ods can further include the actions identifying, for a user
session, a first time of selection for the reference image;
identifying subsequent times of selection for co-selected
images selected during the user session; and identifying,
as co-selected images, only images having subsequent
times of selection that are within a threshold time period
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relative to the first time of selection, wherein the user
session has a session time period and the threshold time
period is less than the session time period.
[0012] The topic score can be generated by obtaining
initial topic scores for the co-selected images, each initial
topic score being an initial relevance measure of the im-
age to the first topic; obtaining co-selection data for the
co-selected images, the co-selection data specifying se-
lections of the co-selected images relative to selections
of the reference image or other co-selected images; com-
puting an updated topic score for the co-selected images
based on a function of the initial topic scores and the co-
selection data; determining whether a stop condition has
occurred; when the stop condition has not occurred, com-
puting additional updated topic scores based on the co-
selection data and previously computed updated topic
scores; when the stop condition has occurred, classifying
the co-selected images based on the updated topic
scores; and wherein the labeling is based on the updated
topic scores.
[0013] Particular embodiments of the invention can be
implemented to realize one or more of the following ad-
vantages. Topics to which unclassified images belong
can be identified as belonging to reference topics based
on co-selection data relative to a reference image for the
reference topic. Images that are identified as belonging
to a reference topic can be filtered from image search
results. Images belonging to a reference topic can be
selected for presentation at higher or lower presentation
positions in image search results relative to images that
are not identified as belonging to the reference topic. Im-
ages can be labeled with a label corresponding to a ref-
erence topic based on co-selection data relative to a ref-
erence image for the reference topic. An image can be
identified and labeled as a pornographic image based on
subsequent selection of the images following selection
of an image that has a high likelihood of being porno-
graphic. Each image in a corpus of images can be cate-
gorized based on its selection relative to selections of
reference images for reference topics.
[0014] The details of one or more embodiments of the
invention are set forth in the accompanying drawings and
the description below. Other features, aspects, and ad-
vantages of the invention will become apparent from the
description, the drawings, and the claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0015]

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an example environment
in which a search system provides search services.
FIG. 2 is a flow chart of an example process for clas-
sifying images to a topic.
FIG. 3 is an example environment in which user ses-
sion data is generated and indexed.
FIG. 4 is an illustration of a weighted graph generated
using selection data.

FIG. 5 is a flow chart of an example process for gen-
erating a weighted graph.
FIG. 6A is an example table in which the topic scores
for a set of images can be stored and tracked.
FIG. 6B is an example table in which co-selection
data defining a co-selection matrix can be stored.
FIGS. 7A-7D are example weighted graphs at differ-
ent points of an iterative topic score generation proc-
ess.
FIG. 8 is an example process for iteratively generat-
ing topic scores.

[0016] Like reference numbers and designations in the
various drawings indicate like elements.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0017] An image classification system analyzes image
selection data to classify and label images based on a
topic to which a previously selected image belongs.
These labels can then be used to filter image search re-
sults to remove references to images that are more rel-
evant to a topic other than the topic to which a search
query is directed. Additionally, the labels can be used to
filter all images that are directed to a topic (e.g., explicit
content), unless a user opts to have references to these
images presented.
[0018] An online environment in which search services
are provided is described below. An image classification
system that labels images based on selection data is
described with reference to this online environment as a
subsystem of a search system. However, the image clas-
sification subsystem can be implemented independent
of the image search system.
[0019] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an example envi-
ronment 100 in which a search system 110 provides
search services. The example environment 100 includes
a network such as a local area network (LAN), wide area
network (WAN), the Internet, or a combination thereof,
connects web sites 104, user devices 106, and the search
system 110. The online environment 100 may include
many thousands of web sites 104 and user devices 106.
[0020] A web site 104 is one or more resources asso-
ciated with a domain name and hosted by one or more
servers. An example web site is a collection of web pages
formatted in hypertext markup language (HTML) that can
contain text, images, multimedia content, and program-
ming elements, e.g., scripts. Each web site 104 is main-
tained by a publisher, e.g., an entity that manages and/or
owns the web site.
[0021] A resource is any data that can be provided by
the web site 104 over the network 102 and that is asso-
ciated with a resource address. Resources include HTML
pages, word processing documents, and portable docu-
ment format (PDF) documents, images, video, and feed
sources, to name just a few. The resources can include
content, e.g., words, phrases, images and sounds and
may include embedded information (such as meta infor-
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mation and hyperlinks) and/or embedded instructions
(such as JavaScript scripts).
[0022] Each resource has an addressable storage lo-
cation that can be uniquely identified. The addressable
location is addressed by a resource locator, such as a
universal resource locator (URL).
[0023] A user device 106 is an electronic device that
is under control of a user and is capable of requesting
and receiving resources over the network 102. Example
user devices 106 include personal computers, mobile
communication devices, and other devices that can send
and receive data over the network 102. A user device
106 typically includes a user application, such as a web
browser, to facilitate the sending and receiving of data
over the network 102.
[0024] To facilitate searching of these resources, the
search system 110 identifies the resources by crawling
and indexing the resources provided by the publishers
on the web pages 104. Data about the resources can be
indexed based on the resource to which the data corre-
sponds. The indexed and, optionally, cached copies of
the resources are stored in an indexed cache 112.
[0025] The user devices 106 submit search queries
109 to the search system 110. In response, the search
system 110 accesses the indexed cache 112 to identify
resources that are relevant to the search query 109. The
search system 110 identifies the resources in the form
of search results 111 and returns the search results 111
to the user devices 106 in search results pages. A search
result 111 is data generated by the search system 110
that identifies a resource that is responsive to a particular
search query, and includes a link to the resource. An
example search result 111 can include a web page title,
a snippet of text or a portion of an image extracted from
the web page, and the URL of the web page.
[0026] For a search of textual content, the search re-
sults are ranked based on scores related to the resources
identified by the search results, such as information re-
trieval ("IR") scores, and optionally a separate ranking of
each resource relative to other resources (a "page rank"
score). In some implementations, the IR scores are com-
puted from dot products of feature vectors corresponding
to a search query 109 and a resource, and the ranking
of the search results is based on relevance scores that
are a combination of the IR scores and page quality
scores. The search results 111 are ordered according to
these relevance scores and provided to the user device
according to the order.
[0027] For a search directed to images and that uses
a text query as input, the search system 110 can combine
the relevance score of a resource with a relevance feed-
back score of an image embedded in the resource. An
example relevance feedback score is a score derived
from a selection rate of an image when that image is
referenced in a search result. These combined scores
are then used to present search results directed to the
images embedded in the resources.
[0028] The user devices 106 receive the search results

pages e.g., in the form of one or more web pages, and
render the pages for presentation to users. In response
to the user selecting a link in a search result at a user
device 106, the user device 106 requests the resource
identified by the link. The web site 104 hosting the re-
source receives the request for the resource from the
user device 106 and provides the resource to the request-
ing user device 106.
[0029] Search queries 109 submitted during user ses-
sions are stored in a data store such as the historical
data store 114. Selection data specifying actions taken
in response to search results provided during the user
sessions are also stored in a data store such as the his-
torical data store 114. These actions can include whether
a search result was selected and/or a "dwell time" asso-
ciated with the selection (i.e., a time period between the
selection and a subsequent selection. The data stored
in the historical data store 114 can be used to map search
queries 109 submitted during user sessions to resources
that were identified in search results 111 and the actions
taken by users, e.g., an ordered list of resources that
were selected for presentation during the user session.
[0030] A user session is a period during which data
specifying actions taken with respect to resources are
associated with a common session identifier. The period
of a user session can be measured by time, a number of
actions taken or some other delineation of user actions.
For example, a user session can include user actions
with respect to resources over a minute, an hour, a day,
or any other time period. Similarly, a user session can
include a threshold number of user selections of resourc-
es.
[0031] Each user session can be associated with a
unique session identifier. The unique session identifier
can be generated, for example, based on one or more
of a user device identifier, a time indicator for the user
session and other data indicative of the context of the
user session (e.g., geographic region from which the user
session originates). The user device identifier can be, for
example, an anonymized identifier, such as a cookie that
has been anonymized (i.e., an anonymized string of text
that serves as an identifier for the user session) that is
associated with a user device 106 to which the user ses-
sion corresponds. Thus, actions occurring during a user
session can be disassociated from the particular user
device 106 from which the action originated.
[0032] Actions, such as selections of images, that oc-
cur during a particular user session are associated with
the same unique session identifier. Additionally, each ac-
tion occurring during the particular user session can be
associated with additional time data indicating a time at
which the action occurred. The time can be an absolute
time, such as the Greenwich Mean Time at which the
action took place, or a time relative to a start of the user
session or a time relative to another user action.
[0033] User session data specifying the actions that
occurred during each user session can be stored in a
data store such as the historical data 114. The user ses-
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sion data can be used to identify images that were se-
quentially selected during a particular user session and
identify images that belong to a common topic based on
their sequential selection.
[0034] The search system 110 includes an image clas-
sification subsystem 120. In some implementations, the
image classification subsystem 120 includes one or more
processors configured to classify an image to a topic
based on user session data. The image classification
subsystem 120 analyzes the user session data to identify
images that were selected subsequent to selection of a
reference image. The reference image is an image that
is pre-classified with a known topic, e.g., an image having
a label that specifies a topic to which the reference image
belongs. Images that are selected subsequent to selec-
tion of a reference image during a particular user session
are referred to as co-selected images for the reference
image.
[0035] The images selected by a user during a partic-
ular user session are generally more likely to belong to
the same topic. Therefore, co-selected images for a ref-
erence image are more likely to belong to the same topic
as the reference image than images that are not co-se-
lected images for the reference image. For example, im-
ages that are co-selected images for a pornographic ref-
erence image are more likely to be pornographic images
than images that are not co-selected images for a por-
nographic image. Similarly, images that are co-selected
for a non-pornographic reference image are more likely
to be non-pornographic images. Thus, images that are
frequently co-selected images for a reference image or
a set of reference images can be classified as belonging
to the same topic as the reference image with a high
degree of confidence.
[0036] In some implementations, the image classifica-
tion subsystem 120 generates a topic score that repre-
sents the likelihood that a co-selected image belongs to
the same topic as the reference image. The topic score
for a co-selected image can be generated, for example,
based on a frequency with which the image is co-selected
with the reference image and a proximity of the co-se-
lection (e.g., time or actions between the selections) of
the image relative to selection of the reference image.
Methods of generating a topic score are described with
reference to FIG. 2 and FIGS. 6-7, respectively.
[0037] Co-selected images having a threshold topic
score are identified as belonging to the same topic as
the reference image. The threshold topic score can be
specified, for example, as an absolute topic score, or a
highest N percentage of topic scores among other thresh-
olds (e.g., images having a highest M topic scores).
[0038] The image classification subsystem 120 can la-
bel co-selected images that are identified as belonging
to the same topic as the reference image with textual
data corresponding to the topic. Alternatively, a topic flag
represented by a data bit can be set indicating that the
co-selected image belongs to the topic can be set and
stored at a memory location associated with the co-se-

lected image in the indexed cache 112. In turn, the co-
selected image can be identified as a new reference im-
age for the topic such that selection of other images sub-
sequent to selection of the new reference image will be
an indication that the other images also belong to the
topic. This classification process can propagate through
a corpus of images until a threshold number of the images
or all of the images have been classified.
[0039] In some implementations, image search results
111 responsive to search queries 109 can be filtered or
reordered for presentation based on the classification by
the image classification system 120. For example, clas-
sification data (e.g., labels or topic flags) identifying the
images that are identified as pornographic images can
be made available to the search system 110. The search
system 110 can use the classification data to analyze
image search results responsive to a search query 109
to determine whether any of the images that are refer-
enced by the image search results are pornographic im-
ages. References to pornographic images can be re-
moved or presented at less prominent positions of the
search results to increase the quality of the search re-
sults. Such modifications can be subject to user prefer-
ences.
[0040] Similarly, the image search results that are gen-
erated for a search query 109 can exclude or select im-
ages to reference in the image search results based on
the label. For example, the search system 110 can use
label data stored at a memory locations associated with
the images in the indexed cache 112 to obtain images
that are relevant to the search query 109. Images that
are associated with a label that is more relevant to the
search query 109 can be identified as more relevant to
the search query 109 than images that are associated
with images that are less relevant to the search query
109.
[0041] For example, if the image classification subsys-
tem 120 labeled an image of Babe Ruth with the textual
data "baseball," the image of Babe Ruth would be more
relevant to a search query 109 for "baseball" than a
search query 109 for "pig movie." Thus, a reference to
the image of Babe Ruth could appear higher in image
search results for "baseball" and may not appear in image
search results for the search query "pig movie."
[0042] FIG. 2 is a flow chart of an example process
200 for classifying images to a topic. The process 200
can be implemented, for example, by the image classifi-
cation subsystem 120 of FIG. 1.
[0043] A reference label is obtained for a reference im-
age (202). In some implementations, the reference label
is a label that specifies a reference topic to which the
reference image belongs. The reference label can be,
for example, a textual label or a topic flag that is indicative
of the reference topic. For example, a reference label
corresponding to the reference topic may be represented
by a data bit corresponding to the reference topic being
set to a specified binary value. Alternatively, the refer-
ence label can be textual data corresponding to the ref-
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erence label. For example, a pornographic image can be
labeled with the text "explicit" or "pornographic."
[0044] In some implementations, human evaluators
can identify a pornographic image and label the porno-
graphic image with a reference label that identifies the
image as a pornographic image. In other implementa-
tions, the pornographic image can be identified by a ma-
chine and labeled with a reference label accordingly. In
turn, the reference label can be verified for accuracy by
the evaluators.
[0045] Reference labels can be obtained from a data
store storing labels corresponding to images, or gener-
ated based on data associated with the image. Labels
for images can be generated using image processing
techniques to determine whether visual characteristics
of the image are indicative of a pornographic image
and/or textual analysis to determine whether text asso-
ciated with the image is indicative of a pornographic im-
age.
[0046] The reference labels for a reference image can
be generated, for example, based on image processing
techniques. In some implementations, visual character-
istics (i.e., color and/or texture) of an image can be com-
pared to visual characteristics of images that have been
previously labeled with the reference label or otherwise
identified to belong to the topic represented by the refer-
ence label (e.g., identified as a pornographic image). For
example, one method of identifying pornographic images
is to identify a portion (e.g., number or percentage) of the
pixels for the image that are "skin pixels" (i.e., pixels hav-
ing a color value corresponding to a skin tone). When
the portion of pixels exceeds a threshold, the image can
be identified as a pornographic image and labeled with
a reference label that corresponds to a pornographic top-
ic.
[0047] The reference label can also be generated, for
example, based on textual data located near the refer-
ence image on a web page with which the reference im-
age is presented. For example, text appearing within a
threshold number of pixels of the reference image can
be analyzed to identify topics that may be relevant to the
reference image. The reference label can also be gen-
erated based on other text that is associated with the
reference image. For example, a reference label can be
generated based on text that is included in a file name
for the reference image, anchor text of a link to the image,
or text that is explicitly associated with the reference im-
age.
[0048] Text can be explicitly associated with a refer-
ence image by publishers to facilitate identification of the
image as relevant to search queries for a particular topic.
For example, a publisher can specify the text "baseball"
with an image of a baseball player to increase the likeli-
hood that the image is identified in response to a search
query including the term "baseball."
[0049] In some implementations, a reference label for
a reference image is required to have a threshold likeli-
hood of accurately describing the content of the reference

image. The accuracy of a label for an image can be de-
termined, for example, based on label feedback. Label
feedback is data obtained from users that specifies a
reference label for an image or provides a measure of
relevance between a label and the reference image.
[0050] Label feedback can be received from a user that
has been requested to label images or confirm existing
labels for images. Alternatively, label feedback can be
received from anonymous users that are provided imag-
es and requested to select topics to which the images
are most relevant and/or least relevant. For example, us-
ers can be provided with an image and a list of M topics.
The users can select one of the M topics that is most
relevant to the image or most accurately describes the
content of the image. User selections of topics that are
most relevant to the content of the image can be aggre-
gated to determine the topic to which the image belongs.
For example, if a threshold percentage of users selected
a particular topic as being most relevant to the image,
the particular topic can selected as the topic to which the
image belongs.
[0051] Label feedback can also be analyzed to deter-
mine a likelihood that an existing label for the reference
image is accurate. The likelihood that the existing label
for the image is accurate can be based on a portion of
user feedback that identifies the existing label as an ac-
curate label for the image. For example, if a threshold
percentage of the user feedback indicates that the exist-
ing label is an accurate label for the image, then the ex-
isting label can be identified as a reference label for the
reference image. In turn, the reference image can be
identified as belonging to the topic specified by the ref-
erence label.
[0052] In some implementations, the portion user feed-
back identifying the image as belonging to the topic spec-
ified by the reference image can be used as a measure
of the strength of the reference image to the topic. For
example, the likelihood that the label is accurate can be
used as a probability that the image is a reference image
belonging to the topic specified by the label. The likeli-
hood that the image is a reference image can, in turn, be
used as a weight identifying the strength of the image as
a reference image for the topic specified by the label.
The strength of the image as a reference image can be
used when generating topic scores for other images, as
discussed below with reference to FIG. 4.
[0053] A user session during which the reference im-
age was selected for presentation is identified (204). The
user session during which the image was selected for
presentation can be identified by identifying unique ses-
sion identifiers that are associated with selection data for
the reference image. For example, selection data stored
in the historical data 114 of FIG. 1 can be obtained for
the reference image. In turn, unique session identifiers
associated with the selection data can be analyzed to
identify a user session during which the reference image
was selected for presentation. Generation of selection
data for a user session is described in more detail with
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reference to FIG. 3.
[0054] Co-selected images for the reference image
that were selected for presentation during the user ses-
sion are identified (206). In some implementations, the
co-selected images can be identified based on selection
data for images that are associated with the unique ses-
sion identifier for the user session. For example, selection
data in the historical data 114 of FIG. 1 that is associated
with the unique session identifier for the reference image
can be obtained. The selection data is analyzed to identify
images that were co-selected with the reference image.
For example, time data included in the selection data for
an image can be analyzed to determine whether the im-
age was selected for presentation prior to or subsequent
to selection of the reference image. Images that were
selected for presentation subsequent to the selection of
the reference image are identified as co-selected images.
[0055] A determination is made whether the reference
image was selected during another user session (208).
The determination can be made, for example, by deter-
mining whether selection data for the reference image is
associated with another unique session identifier. The
reference image can be identified as being selected dur-
ing another user session when selection data for the ref-
erence image is associated with another unique session
identifier. If the reference image was selected during an-
other user session, co-selected images for the reference
image that were selected for presentation during the user
session are identified (206).
[0056] When the reference image was not selected
during another user session or after all additional user
sessions have been identified, a topic score is generated
for each co-selected image based on the selections of
the co-selected images relative to selection of the refer-
ence image (210). In some implementations, the topic
score is a measure of relevance of the co-selected image
to the topic. Each selection of a co-selected image sub-
sequent to selection of the reference image increases
the likelihood that the co-selected image is relevant to
the reference image, and, therefore belongs to the same
topic as the reference image. For example, a co-selected
image that is selected more frequently following selection
of the reference image than another co-selected image
is likely more relevant to the same topic as the reference
image than the less frequently selected co-selected im-
age.
[0057] The likelihood that a co-selected image is rele-
vant to the reference image can also be based on a dwell
time associated with the selections of a co-selected im-
age. For example, a co-selected image having a longer
dwell time than another co-selected image is more likely
relevant to the same topic as the reference image be-
cause the user spent more time viewing the co-selected
image with the longer dwell time.
[0058] The likelihood that a co-selected image is rele-
vant to the reference image can also be based on a prox-
imity of the selection of the co-selected image to selection
of the reference image. The proximity of selection can

be measured in units of time, number of user actions, or
any other delineation of a user session.
[0059] For example, a co-selected image that is the
first image selected following selection of the reference
image is more likely relevant to the same topic as the
reference image than another co-selected image that is
the fourth image selected following selection of the ref-
erence image. Therefore, the co-selected image select-
ed first following selection of the reference image is more
likely to belong to the same topic as the reference image
than later selected co-selected images.
[0060] In some implementations, an image must be
selected within a threshold time period relative to the se-
lection of the reference image in order to be identified as
a co-selected image. For example, when a duration of a
user session is longer than the period within which sub-
sequently selected images are identified as co-selected
images, the threshold time period can be used to deter-
mine whether an image selected following selection of a
reference image is a co-selected image for the reference
image.
[0061] In some implementations, the topic score for a
co-selected image can be the result of a function of the
frequency and/or proximity of the selections of the co-
selected image relative to selection of the reference im-
age. For example, the topic score can be a sum of the
total selections for the co-selected image following se-
lection of the reference image. Similarly, the topic score
can correspond to a number of reference images relative
to which the image is co-selected. For example, an image
that is a co-selected image for ten reference images can
have a topic score of "10," while an image that is a co-
selected image for five reference images can have topic
score of "5."
[0062] Each selection of the co-selected image can be
weighted by a factor indicative of the proximity of the
selection relative to selection of the reference image. For
example, each selection can be weighted by the factor
1/(selection number) such that selection of the co-select-
ed image immediately following selection of the reference
image will have a weight of 1 (i.e., 1/1). Similarly, the
second and third co-selected images following selection
of the reference image will have weights of 1/2 and 1/3,
respectively. The weight factor described is provided for
example purposes. The weight factor can be any ratio or
function of the proximity of co-selected image selection
relative to selection of the reference image.
[0063] In some implementations, generation of the top-
ic scores for the co-selected images can be facilitated by
using weighted graph to map selections of co-selected
images relative to selection of the reference image. The
reference image and co-selected images are represent-
ed by nodes in the weighted graph and edges represent-
ing sequential selections of the co-selected images con-
nect the nodes. Generation of a weighted graph is de-
scribed in more detail with reference to FIGS. 4-5.
[0064] Co-selected images having topic scores that
satisfy a threshold topic score are labeled (212). In some
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implementations, the threshold topic score is satisfied
when the topic score meets or exceeds the threshold
topic score. The threshold topic score can be specified,
for example, as an absolute topic score, or a highest N
percentage of topic scores among other thresholds (e.g.,
images having a highest M topic scores).
[0065] In some implementations, the co-selected im-
ages are labeled to identify the co-selected images as
belonging to the same topic as the reference image. For
example, textual data matching the reference label for
the reference image can be associated with the co-se-
lected images. Alternatively, a topic flag for the co-se-
lected image can be set to identify the co-selected image
as belonging to the same topic as the reference image.
The label can be stored at a memory location associated
with the co-selected image and made available for other
systems or subsystems, such as a search system.
[0066] FIG. 3 is an example environment 300 in which
user session data is generated and indexed. The image
classification subsystem 120 and the search system 110
are represented in FIG. 3 as communicating directly, but
the image classification subsystem 120 and the search
system 110 can be implemented to communicate over
the network 102.
[0067] A user session is generally initiated by a user
device 106. For example, the user device 106 can submit
an image search query or another request for search
results over the network 102. The request can be asso-
ciated with a unique session identifier and processed, for
example, by the search engine 110. The search engine
110 provides the user device 106 with image search re-
sults 302 responsive to the search query. The image
search results 302 include result images 302-1 - 302-N
that are references (e.g., thumbnails) to images that have
been identified by the search system 110 as being rele-
vant to the search query.
[0068] User session data identifying the search query
and the images referenced by the image search results
are associated with a unique session identifier for the
user session and stored in the historical data 114. The
user session data can include time data that indicates a
time at which the user session was initiated (e.g., a time
when the search query was received) and/or a time at
which the search results 111 were provided to the user
device 106.
[0069] A user of the user device 106 can select one or
more of the result images 302-1 - 302-N from the image
search results 302. Each selection of result images 302-1
- 302-N generates a request for a resource location that
is specified by the selected result image. For example,
a selection of result image 302-1 can generate a request
for a web page with which the image referenced by the
result image 302-1 is presented. In turn, the web page
can be provided to the user device 106 for presentation.
[0070] Each selection of a result image 302-1 - 302-N
is provided to the image search system 110 through the
network as selection data 304. The selection data 304
includes data specifying the unique session identifier

(e.g., ID1, ID2, ... , ID3) that identifies the user session
that corresponds to the selections. The selection data
304 also includes data identifying the images (e.g., IS11;
IS12, ..., IS IN) that were selected for presentation, for
example, based on selections of image results 302-1 -
302-N. The selection data 304 can further include time
data specifying when each of the images were selected
for presentation.
[0071] The selection data 304 is obtained by the search
system 110 over the network 102 and stored at memory
locations of the historical data 114 that are associated
with the unique session identifier. Selection data 304 can
be obtained for each user device 106 that requests im-
ages and over the duration of each user session. Thus,
selection data for each image that is selected by user
devices 106 during multiple user sessions is accessible
from the historical data 114.
[0072] In some implementations, the image classifica-
tion subsystem 120 uses the selection data to construct
a weighted graph 400 to map aggregate selections of co-
selected images relative to selections of a reference im-
age. In turn, the weighted graph 400 can be used to clas-
sify co-selected images.
[0073] FIG. 4 is an illustration of a weighted graph 400
generated using selection data. In some implementa-
tions, the weighted graph 400 is generated by the image
classification system 120. For example, the image clas-
sification system 120 can obtain selection data from the
historical data 120 that specifies selections of a reference
image and selections of co-selected images for the ref-
erence image over multiple user sessions. The image
classification subsystem 120 defines nodes in the weight-
ed graph 400 that represent the reference image and the
co-selected images. In turn, the image classification sub-
system 120 generates and increments edge weights be-
tween nodes representing subsequently selected nodes
based on the selection data. Once the weighted graph
400 is generated, it can be used to classify co-selected
images based on the weighted edges connected to the
nodes representing the co-selected images to other co-
selected nodes and to the reference image.
[0074] The weighted graph 400 includes a reference
node 402 that represents a reference image for which
co-selected images are being identified. In some imple-
mentations, the reference node 402 represents an image
that is identified as a pornographic image, for example,
because the image is identified as belonging to a porno-
graphic topic. The topic to which a reference image be-
longs can be identified, for example, based on a refer-
ence label or another topic indicator that is associated
with the reference image, as discussed above with ref-
erence to FIG. 2.
[0075] The weighted graph 400 can include additional
reference images 460 and 480. When the additional ref-
erence images 440 and 460 are identified and included
in the weighted graph, co-selected images are identified
for each of the reference images 402, 460 and 480 and
edges to co-selected images are weighted based on se-
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lections of the co-selected images relative to each of ref-
erence images. The additional reference images 460 and
480 can represent images that are also identified as be-
longing to the reference topic (e.g., pornographic images)
or images that are identified as not belonging to the ref-
erence topic (e.g., not pornographic images).
[0076] The weighted graph also includes nodes
410-420 that represent co-selected images for the refer-
ence image. For example, each of the nodes 410-420
represent an image that is a co-selected image for the
reference image 402.
[0077] Nodes representing sequentially selected im-
ages are connected by edges in the weighted graph. For
example, edge 450 connects the node 402 to the node
410 representing sequential user selections of the refer-
ence image and the co-selected image represented by
the node 410. Similarly, edge 451 represents sequential
selection of the co-selected image represented by the
node 411 subsequent to the selection of the co-selected
image represented by the node 410.
[0078] The node from which an edge originates is re-
ferred to as the source node and the node at which the
edge terminates is referred to as the destination node.
Continuing with the example above, the source node for
the edge 450 is the reference node 402 and the destina-
tion node is node 410. Similarly, node 410 is the source
node for the edge 451, while node 411 is the destination
node. Each edge in the weighted graph 400 is represent-
ed by an arrow that points to the destination node.
[0079] A bidirectional edge is indicative of reciprocal
sequential selections of the images represented by the
nodes. For example, the reference node 402 and node
418 are connected by a bidirectional edge 460. The bi-
directional edge 452 is indicative of a user selection of
the reference image, followed by selections of the co-
selected image represented by node 418 and a second
selection of the reference image. Alternatively, a pair of
unidirectional edges can be used instead of a bi-direc-
tional edge.
[0080] Each of the edges can have a weight that is
indicative of the number of sequential selections of the
images represented by the source and destination
nodes, respectively. For example, if the image represent-
ed by node 410 is selected 10 times following selection
of the reference image, the edge 450 can have a weight
corresponding to the ten selections.
[0081] The weight of an edge may be increased, for
example, by a constant incremental amount in response
to each identified selection or the weight may be in-
creased based on a function of the number of selections.
For example, the weight of an edge can correspond to
the number of sequential selections of images represent-
ed by the source and destination nodes or the weight can
be a logarithmic function or an exponential of the number
of sequential selections.
[0082] Selection of a co-selected image immediately
following selection of the reference image may be more
indicative of an image that is relevant to the reference

image than an image that is selected following selection
of one or more other co-selected images. For example,
node 412 represents a co-selected image that was se-
lected following selections of the reference image 402
and the co-selected image represented by node 410.
Therefore, the selection of the image represented by
node 412 may be less indicative of the relevance of the
image to the reference image 402 than the selection of
the image represented by node 410 due to the intervening
action of selecting the image represented by node 410.
[0083] In some implementations, the weight of each
edge can be adjusted based on its proximity to the ref-
erence image. For example, edge weights can be boost-
ed by a boost factor based on their proximity to the ref-
erence node 402. The boost factor can be highest, for
example, for edges that connect the reference node 402
to nodes representing co-selected nodes 510, 417, 418
and 419. The boost factor can be reduced for edges that
are less proximate to the reference node 402, for exam-
ple, based on a number of nodes between the edge and
the reference node.
[0084] In some implementations, the weight of an edge
or the amount by which an edge weight is increased in
response to a selection can be based on a reference
weight of the reference node for the co-selected image.
The reference weights are factors that normalize or oth-
erwise adjust the importance of an image selection fol-
lowing selection of the reference image. The reference
weights can be based on an analysis of the label feed-
back for the reference images to determine the likelihood
that the reference images are accurately identified as
belonging to the reference topic.
[0085] For example, based on the label feedback, ref-
erence image 402 may be identified as a pornographic
image with a probability of 0.7 (e.g., 70% of the label
feedback identified reference image 402 as a porno-
graphic image), while reference image 460 may be iden-
tified as a pornographic image with a probability of 0.6.
Therefore, reference image 402 can be assigned a ref-
erence weight of 0.7, while reference image 480 can be
assigned a reference weight of 0.6.
[0086] The reference weights can be used, for exam-
ple, to adjust the incremental amount by which an edge
weight to a co-selected image is increased. Adjusting the
incremental amount by which an edge weight is in-
creased based on the likelihood that the reference image
belongs to the topic facilitates direct comparison of edge
weights for co-selected images for different reference im-
ages having different likelihoods of belonging to the ref-
erence topic.
[0087] Continuing with the example above, reference
image 402 has a higher likelihood of being a pornographic
image than reference image 460. Therefore, selection of
an image immediately following selection of reference
image 402 is more indicative that the selected image is
a pornographic image than selection of another image
immediately following selection of reference image 460.
Accordingly, a weight of an edge (e.g., 452) for a co-
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selected image (e.g., 418) for reference image 402 will
increase more in response to a single selection than the
weight of an edge (e.g., 570) for a co-selected image
(e.g., 560) for reference image 460 in response to a single
selection. These increases in edge weight are represent-
ative of the relative likelihood that each of these reference
images 402 and 460 are accurately identified as porno-
graphic images.
[0088] In some implementations, once a graph is con-
structed, each of the nodes is assigned an initial weight
based on a machine process that identifies the likelihood
that the image represented by the node belongs to the
reference topic. The initial weights are then adjusted
based on co-selection data.
[0089] As described above, the likelihood that each of
the images belong to the reference topic can be deter-
mined based on analysis of the visual characteristics of
the images, text associated with the image and other
data indicative of the topic to which the image belongs.
In these implementations, edges for which a node is a
source can be weighted based on the reference weight
of the node in a manner similar to that described above.
[0090] FIG. 5 is a flow chart of an example process
500 for generating a weighted graph. The weighted graph
is used to identify relationships between images based
on image selection order and proximity with which imag-
es are selected during a common user session. The
weighted graph is generated to include reference nodes
that represent reference images and nodes representing
co-selected images. The weighted graph includes edges
that represent sequential selections of images during a
common user session. Selection data for many different
user sessions can be aggregated and represented in the
weighted graph. The process 500 is described with ref-
erence to a single reference image, but can be imple-
mented with many different reference images. The proc-
ess 500 can be implemented, for example, by the image
classification subsystem 120 of FIG. 1.
[0091] A reference image is represented as a refer-
ence node in a weighted graph (502). In some implemen-
tations, the reference image is an image that is identified
as belonging to a reference topic. For example, the ref-
erence image can be an image that is identified as a
pornographic image based on a reference label corre-
sponding to a pornographic topic being associated with
the reference image. The reference image can be iden-
tified, for example, from a data store storing images and
labels corresponding to the image. Throughout the de-
scription of the process 500, nodes that represent images
can be characterized by the same characteristics (e.g.,
reference labels and selection data) as the images that
they represent. Therefore, nodes that represent the im-
ages and the images themselves are referred to inter-
changeably.
[0092] A user session, during which the reference im-
age was selected, is identified (504). In some implemen-
tations, the user session can be identified based on se-
lection data for the reference image. For example, a se-

lection of the reference image can be identified from se-
lection data for the reference image. In turn, the unique
session identifier that is associated with the selection da-
ta for the reference image can be used to identify other
images having selection data associated with the same
unique session identifier. The selection data for the ref-
erence image can be obtained, for example, from the
historical data store 114.
[0093] Once the user session in which the reference
image was selected has been identified, subsequent se-
lections of co-selected images during the user session
are identified (506). As described above, the subsequent
selections of co-selected images can be identified based
on selection data associated with the same unique ses-
sion identifier as the reference image. The selection data
for a user session can include time data that specifies
when selection of a co-selected image occurred relative
to selection of the reference image. Therefore, the time
data can be used to identify co-selected images as the
images that were selected at times following selection of
the reference image during a common user session.
[0094] For example, if the reference image was select-
ed at 12:00 am on January 1, 2009, then each image
having selection data associated with the same unique
session identifier as the reference image and having time
data specifying another time that is later than 12:00 a.m.,
January 1, 2009 is a co-selected image for the reference
image.
[0095] In some implementations, only co-selected im-
ages that were selected within a threshold time period
following selection of the reference image are identified
as co-selected images for the reference image. The
threshold time period facilitates use of selection data ob-
tained for user sessions having a duration that is longer
than the time period over which co-selected images are
to be identified.
[0096] For example, selection data may have been ob-
tained for a user session having a duration of an hour.
However, in a particular application co-selection images
may be defined as only those images that were selected
within 10 minutes of the selection of the reference image.
In this situation, the threshold time period can be used
to determine whether an image selected during the one
hour user session can be identified as a co-selected im-
age for the reference image. For example, the time be-
tween selection of the image and selection of the refer-
ence image can be compared to the threshold time pe-
riod. If the time between the relative selections is less
than or equal to the threshold, the image is identified as
a co-selected image for the reference image.
[0097] In some implementations, the selection data for
a particular user session can include a list of images that
were selected during the user session. The list can be
ordered, for example, in the order in which the images
were selected during the user session. Therefore, once
selection of the reference image is identified in selection
data for a user session, every image referenced after the
reference image can be identified as a co-selected im-
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age.
[0098] A node representing the co-selected image is
identified (508). In some implementations, the node rep-
resenting the co-selected image is defined in response
to the first identified selection, for example, in a computer
memory. In these implementations, after the node rep-
resenting the co-selected image is defined in the com-
puter memory, the node can be identified from the com-
puter memory location at which the node is defined. For
example, the node can be defined in the weighted graph
in response to the initial identified selection and then iden-
tified in the weighted graph for subsequent identified se-
lections of the co-selected image. In other implementa-
tions, each image in a corpus of images is initially repre-
sented by a node in the weighted graph, regardless of
whether the image is a co-selected image.
[0099] When selections of the co-selected image are
identified, the node can be identified, for example, based
on a unique identifier (e.g., URL) corresponding to the
co-selected image and associated with the node. For ex-
ample, a unique image identifier can be generated for
each co-selected image and associated with the image
and its corresponding node. When a selection of the co-
selected image is identified, the node that is associated
with the unique identifier can be identified as representing
the co-selected image. Each of the co-selected images
are represented by independent nodes in the weighted
graph and the nodes in a weighted graph can represent
co-selected images for reference images during a single
or multiple user sessions.
[0100] An edge weight is incremented for the co-se-
lected image (510). In some implementations, when the
weighted graph is generated, the edge weight between
each node can be initialized to zero (i.e., no edge exists
between the nodes). Therefore, the first sequential se-
lection of a co-selected image will generate an edge hav-
ing a weight corresponding to one standardized unit (e.g.,
a weight of 1). Additional sequential selections the co-
selected image will similarly increment the weight of the
edge connecting the nodes by an incremental amount
corresponding to the standardized unit. As described
above, weight by which the edge weight is incremented
can be adjusted based on a boost factor, a reference
weight of a node or another factor for adjusting the rela-
tive importance of the selection for which the edge weight
is being incremented.
[0101] A determination is made whether additional se-
lections of co-selected images remain for the user ses-
sion (512). The additional selections can be selections
immediately following selection of the reference image
or selections subsequent to selections of other images.
The additional selections can be identified, for example,
based on the selections being associated with a unique
session identifier that corresponds to the user session.
[0102] When additional selections of co-selected im-
ages remain for the user session, a node representing
another co-selected image is identified (508). When ad-
ditional selections of co-selected images do not remain

for the user session, an optional determination is made
whether the reference image was selected during anoth-
er user session (514). Another selection of the reference
image can be identified, for example, based on selection
data for the reference image, as described above. When
another selection of the reference image is identified, a
subsequent selection of a co-selected image during the
user session is identified (506). When another selection
of the reference image is not identified, the process 500
ends (516).
[0103] Once a weighted graph is generated, it can be
updated to represent additional selections of reference
images and co-selected images for the additional refer-
ence images. The weighted graph can be updated peri-
odically based on an update condition being satisfied.
The update condition can be, for example, a specified
amount of time, user actions, user sessions, or other
measure since the last update.
[0104] Topic scores can be generated for co-selected
images based on the edges that are connected to the
nodes representing the images in the weighted graph. In
some implementations, the topic score for a particular
image can be a sum of edge weights that are connected
to a node representing the image, as described with ref-
erence to FIG. 2. When the topic score for an image sat-
isfies a threshold topic score, the image is labeled as
belonging to the topic. In turn, the image can be identified
as a new reference image and defined as such in the
weighted graph.
[0105] In other implementations, a topic score can be
iteratively generated for each of the images represented
by nodes in the weighted graph until a stop condition
occurs. The topic scores are iteratively generated to fa-
cilitate propagation of topic scores throughout the weight-
ed graph, as described below.
[0106] The stop condition can occur, for example,
when a change in the topic score for each of the images
over one or more iterations is less than a threshold
change (i.e., converges). In these implementations, the
topic scores can be iteratively generated based on the
likelihood that reference images and/or other images be-
long to the reference topic and co-selection data for the
images. The likelihood that each of the images belongs
to the reference topic can be represented as a vector of
topic scores. The initial topic scores can correspond, for
example, to the reference weights described above.
[0107] FIG. 6A is an example table 600 in which the
topic scores for a set of images can be stored and tracked.
The table 600 includes a column 602 in which node iden-
tifiers that identify each of the nodes in a weighted graph.
The table 600 also includes a column 604 in which topic
scores corresponding to the nodes identified in column
602 are stored. The topic scores provided in the table
600 are initial topic scores for nodes corresponding to
the node identifiers 702a-702e, respectively.
[0108] The initial topic scores represent an initial like-
lihood that each of the images represented by the nodes
identified in column 602 belongs to the reference topic.
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The topic scores can be values from 0.00 to 1.00, where
an image having a topic score of 0.00 is an image that
is known to not belong to the reference topic and an image
having a topic score of 1.00 is an image that is known to
belong to the reference topic.
[0109] In some implementations, each of the initial top-
ic scores for images that are identified as belonging to
the reference topic (i.e., reference images) can be initially
set to 1.0, while the initial topic scores for other images
are set to 0.0, or some other default value. Through the
iterative process described below, final topic scores can
be computed for each of the images that were not initially
identified as belonging to the reference topic.
[0110] In other implementations, an initial topic score
is specified for each of the images based on its initial
likelihood of belonging to the reference topic. The initial
likelihood that each of the images belong to the reference
topic can be determined, for example, based on label
feedback, image analysis techniques, and textual anal-
ysis techniques each of which is described above with
reference to FIG. 2.
[0111] In some implementations, the co-selection data
for images can define a co-selection matrix for images
that were co-selected during one or more user sessions.
For example, the co-selection data for each pair of im-
ages can be a value in an NxN co-selection matrix, where
N is the number of images selected during the one or
more user sessions.
[0112] The co-selection data for a pair of images can
specify, for example, a sequential selection rate of the
one of the images following selection of the other image
or another selection metric for the pair of images (e.g.
total sequential selections). The co-selection data can
be directional or unidirectional. In some implementations,
the co-selection data for a pair of images can correspond
to the weight of an edge connecting the pair of nodes
representing the images in a weighted graph.
[0113] FIG. 6B is an example table 650 in which co-
selection data defining a co-selection matrix can be
stored. The table 650 includes a row and a column for
each node (e.g., 702a - 702e) that was selected during
one or more user sessions. The co-selection data for
each pair of images (e.g., node 702a and node 702c) is
occupies a cell corresponding to each of the images of
the pair. When co-selection data is not available for a
pair of images, a value of "0.00" can be entered in the
cell corresponding to the pair of nodes that represent the
images. The co-selection data for the pairs of images
can be identified, for example, based on selection data
for user sessions, as described above with reference to
FIG. 2.
[0114] The topic scores from table 600 and the co-se-
lection data from the co-selection matrix 650 can be used
to identify final topic scores for images that have been
co-selected in one or more user sessions. For example,
a product of the topic scores for the nodes and the co-
selection matrix can be iteratively computed until the stop
condition occurs.

[0115] FIGS. 7A-7D are example weighted graphs at
different points of an iterative topic score generation proc-
ess. The iterative process can be performed, for exam-
ple, by the image classification subsystem 120 of FIG.
1. FIGS. 7A-7D illustrate identification of a single topic
score for the images relative to a single reference topic.
However, topic scores for other reference topics may be
computed in the weighted graph 700 or another graph
having nodes corresponding to nodes in the weighted
graph 700.
[0116] Referring to FIG. 7A, weighted graph 700 is
generated by the image classification subsystem 120 in-
cluding initial topic scores for the nodes 702a-e that cor-
respond to the initial topic scores of FIG. 6A. For example,
the weighted graph 700 includes the initial topic scores
of "0.00" and "1.00" for the nodes 702a and 702b, re-
spectively. The nodes 702c-e each have initial topic
scores of "0.50." Similarly, the edges between each pair
of nodes have weights corresponding to the co-selection
data specified in the table 650 of FIG. 6B. Using these
initial topic scores and co-selection data the image clas-
sification subsystem 120 can generate updated topic
scores for each of the images that are represented by
the nodes 702a-702e, for example, based on a product
of the initial topic scores and the co-selection data.
[0117] Referring to FIG. 7B, the weighted graph 700
shows the updated topic scores for each of the nodes
702a-e after one iteration of the iterative topic score gen-
eration process. In this example, the topic scores of the
nodes 702a-b are fixed at "0.00" and "1.00" respectively.
The topic score of node 702a is fixed at "0.00" because
the image represented by node 702a was initially identi-
fied as not belonging to the reference topic. The topic
score for node 702b is fixed at "1.00" because the image
represented by the node 702b was initially identified as
belonging to the reference topic (i.e., a reference image
for the reference topic).
[0118] The updated topic scores of the nodes 702c-e
are now "0.25," "0.73," and "0.53," respectively based,
for example, on values of a vector resulting from the prod-
uct of the co-selection matrix and the initial topic scores.
The relatively high magnitude ("0.7") of the co-selection
data for the nodes 702a and 702c as compared to other
nodes contributes to the updated topic score ("0.25") of
node 702c being closer to the topic score of the node
702a ("0.00") than the initial topic score ("0.5") for node
702c. Similarly, the relatively high value ("0.7") of the co-
selection data for the nodes 702b and 702d as compared
to other nodes gives the node 702d a topic score ("0.73")
that is closer to the topic score of the node 702b ("1.00")
than the topic scores of other nodes. The value ("0.5")
of the co-selection data for node 702e and each of the
nodes 702b and 702d is slightly higher than the value
("0.4") of the co-selection data for node 702e and each
of the nodes 702a and 702c. Therefore, the updated topic
score for node 702e increases slightly towards the topic
scores of nodes 702b and 702d.
[0119] In some implementations, the image classifica-
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tion subsystem 120 replaces the initial topic scores for
the nodes 702a-e with the updated topic scores of FIG.
7B. For example, the updated topic scores can be used
to overwrite the initial topic score values that were stored
in the table 600 of FIG. 6B. The updated topic scores and
the co-selection data are then used to generate additional
updated topic scores for the nodes, for example, by com-
puting a product of the updated topic scores and the co-
selection data.
[0120] Referring to FIG. 7C, the weighted graph 700
shows the updated topic score for the nodes 702a-e after
two iterations of the iterative topic score generation proc-
ess by the image classification subsystem 120. The up-
dated topic score of the node 702c has increased by
"0.01" to "0.26." The updated topic score of the node
702d has increased by "0.01" to "0.74." The updated topic
score of the node 702e has increased by "0.01" to "0.54."
In some implementations, the image classification sub-
system 120 stops the iterative topic score generation
when the change in each updated topic score between
subsequent iterations is below a particular threshold,
such as "0.01."
[0121] Referring to FIG. 7D, the weighted graph 700
shows the updated topic scores for the nodes 702a-e
after four iterations of the iterative topic score generation
process by the image classification subsystem 120. The
updated topic score of the node 702d has increased by
"0.01" to "0.75." The updated topic score of the nodes
702a-e have each converged within "0.01" following the
fourth iteration. Therefore, the image classification sub-
system 120 stops the iterative topic score generation
process and outputs the topic scores for the images rep-
resented by the nodes 702a-e.
[0122] Alternatively, the image classification subsys-
tem can stop the iterative process after a threshold
number of iterations. The threshold number of iterations
can be a function, for example, of a number of nodes
between two particular nodes in the weighted graph.
[0123] FIG. 8 is an example process 800 for iteratively
generating topic scores. The process 800 can be imple-
mented, for example, by the image classification subsys-
tem 120 of FIG. 1.
[0124] Initial topic scores are obtained for a group of
images (802). In some implementations, the group of im-
ages include images that were co-selected during one
or more user sessions. The initial topic score for each
image is a value specifying of a likelihood that the image
belongs to a reference topic. The initial topic scores can
be obtained, for example, based on analysis of the im-
ages, text associated with the images and/or label feed-
back data for the images, as described with reference to
FIG. 2.
[0125] The initial topic scores can be specified for each
of the images or a subset of the images. When initial topic
scores are specified for each of the images, the values
can be between "0.00" and "1.00," where a value of "0.00"
is indicative of an image that is known to not belong to
the reference topic and a value of "1.00" is indicative of

an image that is known to belong to the reference topic.
[0126] When initial topic scores are specified for a sub-
set of the images, the subset of images can include only
those images that are known to belong to the reference
topic. For example, each of the images that is known to
belong to the reference topic (i.e., a reference image for
the reference topic), can have an initial topic value of
"1.00" while every other image has an initial topic value
of "0.00." The initial topic scores can be used to define
a vector of topic scores, where each initial topic score is
a component of the vector.
[0127] Co-selection data for the group of images is ob-
tained (804). In some implementations, the co-selection
data specifies a relative selection rate for each pair of
images in the group of images. For example, if a particular
image is selected eight times out of every 10 selections
of another image, the relative selection rate for the par-
ticular image relative to the other image can be specified
as "0.8." The co-selection data can be obtained, for ex-
ample, based on selection data for user session, as de-
scribed with reference to FIG. 2. The co-selection data
can be used to define a co-selection matrix, as described
above with reference to FIG. 6B.
[0128] Updated topic scores are computed for the
group of images (806). In some implementations, the top-
ic score for each image is a result of a function of the
topic scores and the co-selection data. For example, a
product of a topic score vector and a co-selection matrix
can be computed to generate a topic score vector that
specifies updated topic scores for each of the images.
[0129] A determination is made whether a stop condi-
tion has occurred (808). In some implementations, the
stop condition occurs when changes to each of the up-
dated topic scores is below a threshold change (i.e., the
topic scores converge). The changes to the updated topic
scores can be relative to the topic scores in one or more
previous iterations. For example, the absolute change to
each topic score over one iteration or a windowed aver-
age change over multiple iterations. In other implemen-
tations, the stop condition can be the completion of a
threshold number of iterations, as described above.
[0130] When the stop condition has occurred, the
group of images are classified based on the updated topic
scores (810). In some implementations, the images hav-
ing at least a threshold topic score are classified as be-
longing to the reference topic. In other implementations,
a threshold number of images having topic scores that
are among a highest portion of topic scores are classified
as belonging to the reference topic. The highest portion
of topic scores can be, for example, an integer number
of highest topic scores or a highest percentage of topic
scores.
[0131] Images that are classified as belonging to the
reference topic are associated with a label corresponding
to the reference topic (812). In some implementations,
the label is textual data corresponding to the reference
topic. For example, images that are identified as porno-
graphic images can be associated with the text "explicit"
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or "pornographic." In other implementations, images that
are identified as belonging to the reference topic can have
a data flag set to a binary value indicating that the image
belongs to the topic.
[0132] Several example values for nodes have been
described above. For example, nodes representing im-
ages that belong to the reference topic can be assigned
a value of "1.0," while nodes representing images that
do not belong to the reference class can be assigned an
initial value of "0.0." Additionally, nodes can be assigned
a value that corresponds to the likelihood that the image
represented by the node belongs to the reference topic.
While these values have been provided for purposes of
example, other values can be assigned to nodes that
represent images. For example, nodes that represent im-
ages belonging to the reference topic can be assigned a
value of "1.0," while images that do not belong to the
reference topic can be assigned a value of "-1.0." Simi-
larly, alternative values can be assigned to nodes repre-
senting a likelihood that the image belongs to the refer-
ence topic. The description above is equally applicable
for any manner in which values are assigned to nodes.
[0133] Embodiments of the invention and all of the
functional operations described in this specification can
be implemented in digital electronic circuitry, or in com-
puter software, firmware, or hardware, including the
structures disclosed in this specification and their struc-
tural equivalents, or in combinations of one or more of
them. Embodiments of the invention can be implemented
as one or more computer program products, i.e., one or
more modules of computer program instructions encod-
ed on a computer-readable medium for execution by, or
to control the operation of, data processing apparatus.
The computer-readable medium can be a machine-read-
able storage device, a machine-readable storage sub-
strate, a memory device, a composition of matter effect-
ing a machine-readable propagated signal, or a combi-
nation of one or more of them. The term "data processing
apparatus" encompasses all apparatus, devices, and
machines for processing data, including by way of exam-
ple a programmable processor, a computer, or multiple
processors or computers. The apparatus can include, in
addition to hardware, code that creates an execution en-
vironment for the computer program in question, e.g.,
code that constitutes processor firmware, a protocol
stack, a database management system, an operating
system, or a combination of one or more of them. A prop-
agated signal is an artificially generated signal, e.g., a
machine-generated electrical, optical, or electromagnet-
ic signal, that is generated to encode information for
transmission to suitable receiver apparatus.
[0134] A computer program (also known as a program,
software, software application, script, or code) can be
written in any form of programming language, including
compiled or interpreted languages, and it can be de-
ployed in any form, including as a stand-alone program
or as a module, component, subroutine, or other unit suit-
able for use in a computing environment. A computer

program does not necessarily correspond to a file in a
file system. A program can be stored in a portion of a file
that holds other programs or data (e.g., one or more
scripts stored in a markup language document), in a sin-
gle file dedicated to the program in question, or in multiple
coordinated files (e.g., files that store one or more mod-
ules, sub-programs, or portions of code). A computer pro-
gram can be deployed to be executed on one computer
or on multiple computers that are located at one site or
distributed across multiple sites and interconnected by a
communication network.
[0135] The processes and logic flows described in this
specification can be performed by one or more program-
mable processors executing one or more computer pro-
grams to perform functions by operating on input data
and generating output. The processes and logic flows
can also be performed by, and apparatus can also be
implemented as, special purpose logic circuitry, e.g., an
FPGA (field programmable gate array) or an ASIC (ap-
plication-specific integrated circuit).
[0136] Processors suitable for the execution of a com-
puter program include, by way of example, both general
and special purpose microprocessors, and any one or
more processors of any kind of digital computer. Gener-
ally, a processor will receive instructions and data from
a read-only memory or a random access memory or both.
The essential elements of a computer are a processor
for performing instructions and one or more memory de-
vices for storing instructions and data. Generally, a com-
puter will also include, or be operatively coupled to re-
ceive data from or transfer data to, or both, one or more
mass storage devices for storing data, e.g., magnetic,
magneto-optical disks, or optical disks. However, a com-
puter need not have such devices. Moreover, a computer
can be embedded in another device, e.g., a mobile tele-
phone, a personal digital assistant (PDA), a mobile audio
player, a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver, to
name just a few. Computer-readable media suitable for
storing computer program instructions and data include
all forms of non-volatile memory, media and memory de-
vices, including by way of example semiconductor mem-
ory devices, e.g., EPROM, EEPROM, and flash memory
devices; magnetic disks, e.g., internal hard disks or re-
movable disks; magneto-optical disks; and CD-ROM and
DVD-ROM disks. The processor and the memory can be
supplemented by, or incorporated in, special purpose
logic circuitry.
[0137] To provide for interaction with a user, embodi-
ments of the invention can be implemented on a compu-
ter having a display device, e.g., a CRT (cathode ray
tube) or LCD (liquid crystal display) monitor, for display-
ing information to the user and a keyboard and a pointing
device, e.g., a mouse or a trackball, by which the user
can provide input to the computer. Other kinds of devices
can be used to provide for interaction with a user as well;
for example, feedback provided to the user can be any
form of sensory feedback, e.g., visual feedback, auditory
feedback, or tactile feedback; and input from the user
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can be received in any form, including acoustic, speech,
or tactile input.
[0138] Embodiments of the invention can be imple-
mented in a computing system that includes a back-end
component, e.g., as a data server, or that includes a mid-
dleware component, e.g., an application server, or that
includes a front-end component, e.g., a client computer
having a graphical user interface or a Web browser
through which a user can interact with an implementation
of the invention, or any combination of one or more such
back-end, middleware, or front-end components. The
components of the system can be interconnected by any
form or medium of digital data communication, e.g., a
communication network. Examples of communication
networks include a local area network ("LAN") and a wide
area network ("WAN"), e.g., the Internet.
[0139] The computing system can include clients and
servers. A client and server are generally remote from
each other and typically interact through a communica-
tion network. The relationship of client and server arises
by virtue of computer programs running on the respective
computers and having a client-server relationship to each
other.
[0140] While this specification contains many specif-
ics, these should not be construed as limitations on the
scope of the invention or of what may be claimed, but
rather as descriptions of features specific to particular
embodiments of the invention. Certain features that are
described in this specification in the context of separate
embodiments can also be implemented in combination
in a single embodiment. Conversely, various features
that are described in the context of a single embodiment
can also be implemented in multiple embodiments sep-
arately or in any suitable subcombination.
[0141] Similarly, while operations are depicted in the
drawings in a particular order, this should not be under-
stood as requiring that such operations be performed in
the particular order shown or in sequential order, or that
all illustrated operations be performed, to achieve desir-
able results. In certain circumstances, multitasking and
parallel processing may be advantageous. Moreover, the
separation of various system components in the embod-
iments described above should not be understood as re-
quiring such separation in all embodiments, and it should
be understood that the described program components
and systems can generally be integrated together in a
single software product or packaged into multiple soft-
ware products.
[0142] Thus, particular embodiments of the invention
have been described. Other embodiments are within the
scope of the following claims. For example, the actions
recited in the claims can be performed in a different order
and still achieve desirable results.

Claims

1. A computer-implemented method, comprising:

selecting a reference image (402) the reference
image being an image that is pre-classified with
a known topic;
obtaining a reference label for the reference im-
age (202), the reference label being a label that
specifies a first topic to which the reference im-
age belongs;
identifying, in a data processing system, user
sessions during which the reference image was
selected for presentation (204), each user ses-
sion being a period for which selections of im-
ages are associated into a session set;
identifying, in the data processing system, co-
selected images (419) (416) (418) (410) for the
reference image that were selected for presen-
tation during the user sessions (206), a co-se-
lected image being an image that is selected
subsequent to selection of the reference image
(402) and wherein selection of the reference im-
age (402) and selection of the co-selected im-
ages comprises user input requesting a respec-
tive resource referenced by the respectively se-
lected image;
for each co-selected image (419) (416) (418)
(410), generating, in the data processing sys-
tem, a topic score based on a frequency of se-
lection of the co-selected image for the refer-
ence image (210), the topic score representing
a measure of relevance of the co-selected image
to the first topic; and
labeling co-selected images having topic scores
that satisfy a threshold topic score as belonging
to the first topic (212).

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

identifying, for a user session, a first time of se-
lection for the reference image (402);
identifying subsequent times of selection for co-
selected images (419) (416) (418) (410) select-
ed during the user session; and
identifying, as co-selected images, only images
having subsequent times of selection that are
within a threshold time period relative to the first
time of selection, wherein the user session has
a session time period and the threshold time pe-
riod is less than the session time period.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein identifying the co-
selected images comprises:

representing, in the data processing system, the
reference image (402) and the co-selected im-
ages (419) (416) (418) (410) as nodes in a
weighted graph, each node being connected to
other nodes by weighted edges (452) represent-
ing sequential selections of the images repre-
sented by the node and the other nodes (510);
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and
wherein the topic score for each co-selected im-
age (419) (416) (418) (410) is generated based
on the weighted edges.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein a weighted edge
connecting a pair of nodes has a weight that is in-
dicative of a number of sequential selections of im-
ages represented by the pair of nodes.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein each weighted edge
has directional components (452) indicating a
source image and a destination image, the source
image being an image that was selected for presen-
tation prior to the destination image being selected
for presentation.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein each directional
component of a weighted edge is independently
weighted.

7. The method of claim 3, wherein generating a topic
score comprises:

for each co-selected image (419) (416) (418)
(410), identifying a weighted edge that connects
a node representing the reference image to a
node representing the co-selected image; and
generating the topic score based on a weight of
the weighted edge.

8. The method of claim 3, wherein generating a topic
score comprises:

for each co-selected image (419) (416) (418)
(410), identifying two or more weighted edges
that connect a node representing the reference
image (402) to a node representing the co-se-
lected image through one or more additional
nodes; and
generating the topic score based on a function
of edge weights corresponding to the weighted
edges.

9. The method of claim 8, wherein generating the topic
score based on a
function of edge weight comprises generating the
topic score based on a function of edge weights,
each edge weight being scaled based on a number
of nodes between the weighted edge and the node
representing the reference image (402).

10. The method of claim 1, wherein the topic is indicative
of pornographic content.

11. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

receiving image search results responsive to a

query that is classified as belonging to a second
topic that is different than the first topic; and
filtering the image search results to remove ref-
erences to images having labels that indicate
that the images belong to the first topic.

12. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

receiving image search results responsive to a
query that is classified as belonging to a second
topic that is different than the first topic; and
reordering the image search results when the
image search results include references to im-
ages having labels that indicate that the images
belong to the first topic.

13. The method of claim 1, wherein generating a topic
score comprises:

obtaining initial topic scores (802) for the co-se-
lected images (419) (416) (418) (410), each in-
itial topic score being an initial relevance meas-
ure of the image to the first topic;
obtaining co-selection data (804) for the co-se-
lected images (419) (416) (418) (410), the co-
selection data specifying selections of the co-
selected images relative to selections of the ref-
erence image (402) or other co-selected imag-
es;
computing an updated topic score (806) for the
co-selected images based on a function of the
initial topic scores and the co-selection data;
determining whether a stop condition has oc-
curred (808);
when the stop condition has not occurred, com-
puting additional updated topic scores based on
the co-selection data and previously computed
updated topic scores (806);
when the stop condition has occurred, classify-
ing the co-selected images based on the updat-
ed topic scores (810); and
wherein the labeling is based on the updated
topic scores (812).

14. A system, comprising:

a data store (114) storing a reference label for
a reference image (402) and user session data
for a plurality of user sessions, the reference im-
age being an image that is pre-classified with a
known topic and the reference label being a label
that specifies a first topic to which the reference
image (402) belongs, the user session data
specifying selections of images during the plu-
rality of user sessions (206) and wherein selec-
tion of an image comprises user input requesting
a respective resource referenced by the respec-
tively selected image; and
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an image classification subsystem (120) com-
prising at least one processor configured to iden-
tify co-selected images (419) (416) (418) (410)
for the reference image (402) , generate topic
scores that represents a measure of relevance
for each of the co-selected images to the topic
(210), and label the co-selected images having
topic scores that satisfy a threshold topic score
as belonging to the first topic (212), the co-se-
lected images being images that were selected
for presentation subsequent to selection of the
reference image (402) during the user sessions
and the topic scores being based on frequencies
of selection of the co-selected images.

15. A computer readable medium encoded with a com-
puter program comprising instructions that when ex-
ecuted operate to cause a computer to perform op-
erations according to any one of claims 1 to 13.

Patentansprüche

1. Computerimplementiertes Verfahren, das Folgen-
des umfasst:

Auswählen eines Referenzbildes (402), wobei
das Referenzbild ein Bild ist, das mit einem be-
kannten Thema vorklassifiziert ist;
Erhalten eines Referenzetiketts für das Refe-
renzbild (202), wobei das Referenzetikett ein
Etikett ist, das ein erstes Thema spezifiziert, zu
dem das Referenzbild gehört;
Identifizieren in einem Datenverarbeitungssys-
tem von Benutzersitzungen, während denen
das Referenzbild zur Präsentation ausgewählt
wurde (204), wobei jede Benutzersitzung eine
Periode ist, für die Auswahlen von Bildern mit
einem Sitzungssatz verknüpft werden;
Identifizieren im Datenverarbeitungssystem von
gemeinsam ausgewählten Bildern (419) (416)
(418) (410) für das Referenzbild, die während
der Benutzersitzungen zur Präsentation ausge-
wählt wurden (206), wobei ein gemeinsam aus-
gewähltes Bild ein Bild ist, das nach Auswahl
des Referenzbildes (402) ausgewählt wird, und
wobei die Auswahl des Referenzbildes (402)
und die Auswahl der gemeinsam ausgewählten
Bilder eine Benutzereingabe umfasst, die eine
jeweilige Ressource anfordert, die durch das je-
weils ausgewählte Bild referenziert wird;
für jedes gemeinsam ausgewählte Bild (419)
(416) (418) (410) Erzeugen im Datenverarbei-
tungssystem einer Themenbewertung auf Basis
einer Häufigkeit der Auswahl des gemeinsam
ausgewählten Bildes für das Referenzbild (210),
wobei die Themenbewertung ein Maß der Re-
levanz des gemeinsam ausgewählten Bildes für

das erste Thema repräsentiert; und
Etikettieren von gemeinsam ausgewählten Bil-
dern die Themenbewertungen aufweisen, die
eine Themenschwellbewertung als zum ersten
Thema gehörend erfüllen (212).

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, das ferner Folgendes
umfasst:

Identifizieren für eine Benutzersitzung einer ers-
ten Zeit der Auswahl für das Referenzbild (402);
Identifizieren nachfolgender Zeiten der Auswahl
für gemeinsam ausgewählte Bilder (419) (416)
(418) (410), die während der Benutzersitzung
ausgewählt wurden; und
Identifizieren als gemeinsam ausgewählte Bil-
der nur von Bildern, die nachfolgende Zeiten der
Auswahl aufweisen, die relativ zur ersten Zeit
der Auswahl innerhalb einer Zeitschwellperiode
liegen, wobei die Benutzersitzung eine Sit-
zungszeitperiode aufweist und die Zeitschwell-
periode kürzer ist als die Sitzungszeitperiode.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Identifizieren
der gemeinsam ausgewählten Bilder Folgendes um-
fasst:

Repräsentieren des Referenzbildes (402) und
der gemeinsam ausgewählten Bilder (419)
(416) (418) (410) im Datenverarbeitungssystem
als Knoten in einem gewichteten Diagramm, wo-
bei jeder Knoten durch gewichtete Kanten (452),
die sequenziellen Auswahlen der Bilder reprä-
sentieren, die durch den Knoten und die ande-
ren Knoten (510) repräsentiert werden, mit an-
deren Knoten verbunden sind; und
wobei die Themenbewertung für jedes gemein-
sam ausgewählte Bild (419) (416) (418) (410)
auf Basis der gewichteten Kanten erzeugt wird.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3, wobei eine gewichtete
Kante, die ein Knotenpaar verbindet, eine Gewich-
tung aufweist, die eine Anzahl von sequenziellen
Auswahlen von Bildern, die von dem Knotenpaar re-
präsentiert werden, anzeigt.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, wobei jede gewichtete
Kante Richtungskomponenten (452) aufweist, die
ein Quellbild und ein Zielbild anzeigen, wobei das
Quellbild ein Bild ist, das zur Präsentation ausge-
wählt wurde, bevor das Zielbild zur Präsentation aus-
gewählt wurde.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 5, wobei jede Richtungs-
komponente einer gewichteten Kante unabhängig
gewichtet wird.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3, wobei das Erzeugen
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einer Themenbewertung Folgendes umfasst:

für jedes gemeinsam ausgewählte Bild (419)
(416) (418) (410) Identifizieren einer gewichte-
ten Kante, die einen Knoten, der ein Referenz-
bild repräsentiert, mit einem Knoten, der das ge-
meinsam ausgewählte Bild repräsentiert, ver-
bindet; und
Erzeugen der Themenbewertung auf Basis ei-
ner Gewichtung der gewichteten Kante.

8. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3, wobei das Erzeugen
einer Themenbewertung Folgendes umfasst:

für jedes gemeinsam ausgewählte Bild (419)
(416) (418) (410) Identifizieren von zwei oder
mehr gewichteten Kanten, die einen Knoten, der
ein Referenzbild (402) repräsentiert, mit einem
Knoten, der das gemeinsam ausgewählte Bild
über einen oder mehrere zusätzliche Knoten re-
präsentiert, verbinden; und
Erzeugen der Themenbewertung auf Basis ei-
ner Funktion von Kantengewichtungen, die den
gewichteten Kanten entsprechen.

9. Verfahren nach Anspruch 8, wobei das Erzeugen
der Themenbewertung auf Basis einer Funktion ei-
ner Kantengewichtung das Erzeugen der Themen-
bewertung auf Basis einer Funktion von Kantenge-
wichtungen umfasst, wobei jede Kantengewichtung
auf Basis einer Anzahl von Knoten zwischen der ge-
wichteten Kante und dem Knoten, der das Referenz-
bild (402) repräsentiert, skaliert ist.

10. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Thema por-
nographischen Inhalt anzeigt.

11. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, das ferner Folgendes
umfasst:

Empfangen von Bildsuchergebnissen in Reak-
tion auf eine Anfrage, die als zu einem zweiten
Thema gehörend klassifiziert ist, das sich vom
ersten Thema unterscheidet; und
Filtern der Bildsuchergebnisse, um Referenzen
zu Bildern, die Etiketten aufweisen, die anzei-
gen, dass die Bilder zum ersten Thema gehören,
zu entfernen.

12. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, das ferner Folgendes
umfasst:

Empfangen von Bildsuchergebnissen in Reak-
tion auf eine Anfrage, die als zu einem zweiten
Thema gehörend klassifiziert ist, das sich vom
ersten Thema unterscheidet; und
Neuordnen der Bildsuchergebnisse, wenn die
Bildsuchergebnisse Referenzen zu Bildern, die

Etiketten aufweisen, die anzeigen, dass die Bil-
der zum ersten Thema gehören, beinhalten.

13. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Erzeugen
einer Themenbewertung Folgendes umfasst:

Erhalten von anfänglichen Themenbewertun-
gen (802) für die gemeinsam ausgewählten Bil-
der (419) (416) (418) (410), wobei jede anfäng-
liche Themenbewertung ein anfängliches Rele-
vanzmaß des Bildes des ersten Themas ist;
Erhalten von gemeinsamen Auswahldaten
(804) für die gemeinsam ausgewählten Bilder
(419) (416) (418) (410), wobei die gemeinsa-
men Auswahldaten Auswahlen der gemeinsam
ausgewählten Bilder bezogen auf Auswahlen
des Referenzbildes (402) oder anderer gemein-
sam ausgewählter Bilder spezifizieren;
Berechnen einer aktualisierten Themenbewer-
tung (806) für die gemeinsam ausgewählten Bil-
der auf Basis einer Funktion der anfänglichen
Themenbewertungen und der gemeinsamen
Auswahldaten;
Bestimmen, ob eine Stoppbedingung eingetre-
ten ist (808);
wenn die Stoppbedingung nicht eingetreten ist,
Berechnen zusätzlicher aktualisierter Themen-
bewertungen auf Basis der gemeinsamen Aus-
wahldaten und von zuvor berechneten aktuali-
sierten Themenbewertungen (806);
wenn die Stoppbedingung eingetreten ist, Klas-
sifizieren der gemeinsam ausgewählten Bilder
auf Basis der aktualisierten Themenbewertun-
gen (810); und
wobei die Etikettierung auf den aktualisierten
Themenbewertungen basiert (812).

14. System, das Folgendes umfasst:

einen Datenspeicher (114), der ein Referenze-
tikett für ein Referenzbild (402) und Benutzer-
sitzungsdaten für eine Vielzahl von Benutzersit-
zungen speichert, wobei das Referenzbild ein
Bild ist, das mit einem bekannten Thema vor-
klassifiziert ist, und wobei das Referenzetikett
ein Etikett ist, das ein erstes Thema, zu dem das
Referenzbild (402) gehört, spezifiziert, wobei
die Benutzersitzungsdaten Auswahlen von Bil-
dern während der Vielzahl von Benutzersitzun-
gen spezifizieren (206) und wobei die Auswahl
eines Bildes eine Benutzereingabe umfasst, die
eine jeweilige Ressource, die von dem jeweili-
gen ausgewählten Bild referenziert wird, anfor-
dert; und
ein Bildklassifizierungsuntersystem (120), das
mindestens einen Prozessor umfasst, der dazu
ausgelegt ist, gemeinsam ausgewählte Bilder
(419) (416) (418) (410) für das Referenzbild
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(402) zu identifizieren, Themenbewertungen zu
erzeugen, die ein Maß der Relevanz für jedes
der gemeinsam ausgewählten Bilder des The-
mas repräsentiert (210), und die gemeinsam
ausgewählten Bilder, die Themenbewertungen
aufweisen, die eine Themenschwellbewertung
als zum ersten Thema gehörend erfüllen, zu eti-
kettieren (212), wobei die gemeinsam ausge-
wählten Bilder Bilder sind, die zur Präsentation
ausgewählt wurden, nachdem das Referenzbild
(402) während der Benutzersitzungen ausge-
wählt wurde, und wobei die Themenbewertun-
gen auf einer Häufigkeit der Auswahl der ge-
meinsam ausgewählten Bilder basiert.

15. Computerlesbares Medium, das mit einem Compu-
terprogramm codiert ist, das Anweisungen umfasst,
die, wenn sie ausgeführt werden, bewirken, dass ein
Computer Vorgänge nach einem der Ansprüche 1
bis 13 durchführt.

Revendications

1. Procédé mis en oeuvre par ordinateur, comprenant
les étapes ci-dessous consistant à :

sélectionner une image de référence (402),
l’image de référence étant une image qui est
classée au préalable avec un thème connu ;
obtenir une étiquette de référence pour l’image
de référence (202), l’étiquette de référence étant
une étiquette qui spécifie un premier thème
auquel l’image de référence appartient ;
identifier, dans un système de traitement de
données, des sessions utilisateur au cours des-
quelles l’image de référence a été sélectionnée
à des fins de présentation (204), chaque session
utilisateur correspondant à une période au cours
de laquelle des sélections d’images sont asso-
ciées à un ensemble de sessions ;
identifier, dans le système de traitement de don-
nées, des images sélectionnées conjointement
(419) (416) (418) (410) pour l’image de référen-
ce qui ont été sélectionnées à des fins de pré-
sentation pendant les sessions utilisateur (206),
une image sélectionnée conjointement étant
une image qui est sélectionnée subséquem-
ment à la sélection de l’image de référence
(402), et dans lequel la sélection de l’image de
référence (402) et la sélection des images sé-
lectionnées conjointement comprend une en-
trée d’utilisateur demandant une ressource res-
pective référencée par l’image respectivement
sélectionnée ;
pour chaque image sélectionnée conjointement
(419) (416) (418) (410), générer, dans le systè-
me de traitement de données, un score de thè-

me, sur la base d’une fréquence de sélection de
l’image sélectionnée conjointement pour l’ima-
ge de référence (210), le score de thème repré-
sentant une mesure de pertinence de l’image
sélectionnée conjointement pour le premier
thème ; et
étiqueter des images sélectionnées conjointe-
ment présentant des scores de thèmes qui sa-
tisfont à un score de thème seuil, comme ap-
partenant au premier thème (212).

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre les étapes ci-dessous consistant à :

identifier, pour une session utilisateur, un pre-
mier instant de sélection pour l’image de réfé-
rence (402) ;
identifier des instants de sélection subséquents
pour des images sélectionnées conjointement
(419) (416) (418) (410) sélectionnées pendant
la session utilisateur ; et
identifier, en tant que des images sélectionnées
conjointement, uniquement des images présen-
tant des instants de sélection subséquents qui
se situent dans une période de temps de seuil
par rapport au premier instant de sélection, dans
lequel la session utilisateur présente une pério-
de de temps de session, et la période de temps
de seuil est inférieure à la période de temps de
session.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’étape
d’identification des images sélectionnées conjointe-
ment comprend l’étape ci-dessous consistant à :

représenter, dans le système de traitement de
données, l’image de référence (402) et les ima-
ges sélectionnées conjointement (419) (416)
(418) (410), sous la forme de noeuds dans un
graphe pondéré, chaque noeud étant connecté
à d’autres noeuds par des bords pondérés (452)
représentant des sélections séquentielles des
images représentées par le noeud et les autres
noeuds (510) ; et
dans lequel le score de thème pour chaque ima-
ge sélectionnée conjointement (419) (416) (418)
(410) est généré sur la base des bords pondé-
rés.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 3, dans lequel un
bord pondéré reliant une paire de noeuds présente
une pondération qui est indicative d’un nombre de
sélections séquentielles d’images représentées par
la paire de noeuds.

5. Procédé selon la revendication 4, dans lequel cha-
que bord pondéré présente des composantes direc-
tionnelles (452) indiquant une image de source et
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une image de destination, l’image de source étant
une image qui a été sélectionnée à des fins de pré-
sentation avant que l’image de destination ne soit
sélectionnée à des fins de présentation.

6. Procédé selon la revendication 5, dans lequel cha-
que composante directionnelle d’un bord pondéré
est pondérée indépendamment.

7. Procédé selon la revendication 3, dans lequel l’étape
de génération d’un score de thème comprend les
étapes ci-dessous consistant à :

pour chaque image sélectionnée conjointement
(419) (416) (418) (410), identifier un bord pon-
déré qui relie un noeud représentant l’image de
référence à un noeud représentant l’image sé-
lectionnée conjointement ; et
générer le score de thème sur la base d’une
pondération du bord pondéré.

8. Procédé selon la revendication 3, dans lequel l’étape
de génération d’un score de thème comprend les
étapes ci-dessous consistant à :

pour chaque image sélectionnée conjointement
(419) (416) (418) (410), identifier deux bords
pondérés ou plus qui relient un noeud représen-
tant l’image de référence (402) à un noeud re-
présentant l’image sélectionnée conjointement
par l’intermédiaire d’un ou plusieurs noeuds
supplémentaires ; et
générer le score de thème sur la base d’une
fonction de pondérations de bords correspon-
dant aux bords pondérés.

9. Procédé selon la revendication 8, dans lequel l’étape
de génération du score de thème sur la base d’une
fonction de pondérations de bords consiste à géné-
rer le score de thème sur la base d’une fonction de
pondérations de bords, chaque pondération de
bords étant mise à l’échelle sur la base d’un nombre
de noeuds entre le bord pondéré et le noeud repré-
sentant l’image de référence (402).

10. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le thè-
me est indicatif d’un contenu pornographique.

11. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre les étapes ci-dessous consistant à :

recevoir des résultats de recherche d’images en
réponse à une requête classée comme appar-
tenant à un second thème différent du premier
thème ; et
filtrer les résultats de recherche d’images pour
supprimer des références aux images présen-
tant des étiquettes qui indiquent que les images

appartiennent au premier thème.

12. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre les étapes ci-dessous consistant à :

recevoir des résultats de recherche d’images en
réponse à une requête classée comme appar-
tenant à un second thème différent du premier
thème ; et
réorganiser les résultats de recherche d’images
lorsque les résultats de recherche d’images in-
cluent des références à des images présentant
des étiquettes qui indiquent que les images ap-
partiennent au premier thème.

13. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’étape
de génération d’un score de thème comprend les
étapes ci-dessous consistant à :

obtenir des scores de thèmes initiaux (802) pour
les images sélectionnées conjointement (419)
(416) (418) (410), chaque score de thème initial
étant une mesure de pertinence initiale de l’ima-
ge par rapport au premier thème ;
obtenir des données de sélection conjointe
(804) pour les images sélectionnées conjointe-
ment (419) (416) (418) (410), les données de
sélection conjointe spécifiant des sélections des
images sélectionnées conjointement par rap-
port à des sélections de l’image de référence
(402) ou d’autres images sélectionnées
conjointement ;
calculer un score de thème mis à jour (806) pour
les images sélectionnées conjointement, sur la
base d’une fonction des scores de thèmes ini-
tiaux et des données de sélection conjointe ;
déterminer si une condition d’arrêt s’est produite
(808) ;
lorsque la condition d’arrêt ne s’est pas produite,
calculer des scores de thèmes mis à jour sup-
plémentaires sur la base des données de sélec-
tion conjointe et de scores de thèmes mis à jour
précédemment calculés (806) ;
lorsque la condition d’arrêt s’est produite, clas-
ser les images sélectionnées conjointement sur
la base des scores de thèmes mis à jour (810) ;
et
dans laquelle l’étiquetage est basé sur les sco-
res de thèmes mis à jour (812).

14. Système, comprenant :

un magasin de stockage de données (114) stoc-
kant une étiquette de référence pour une image
de référence (402) et des données de session
utilisateur pour une pluralité de sessions utilisa-
teur, l’image de référence étant une image qui
est classée au préalable avec un thème connu,
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et l’étiquette de référence étant une étiquette qui
spécifie un premier thème auquel l’image de ré-
férence (402) appartient, les données de ses-
sion utilisateur spécifiant des sélections d’ima-
ges au cours de la pluralité de sessions utilisa-
teur (206), et dans lequel la sélection d’une ima-
ge comprend une entrée d’utilisateur deman-
dant une ressource respective référencée par
l’image respectivement sélectionnée ; et
un sous-système de classement d’images (120)
comprenant au moins un processeur configuré
de manière à identifier des images sélection-
nées conjointement (419) (416) (418) (410) pour
l’image de référence (402), à générer des scores
de thèmes qui représentent une mesure de per-
tinence pour chacune des images sélectionnées
conjointement par rapport au thème (210), et à
étiqueter les images sélectionnées conjointe-
ment présentant des scores de thèmes qui sa-
tisfont un score de thème seuil, comme appar-
tenant au premier thème (212), les images sé-
lectionnées conjointement étant des images qui
ont été sélectionnées à des fins de présentation
subséquemment à la sélection de l’image de ré-
férence (402) au cours des sessions utilisateur,
et les scores de thèmes étant basés sur des
fréquences de sélection des images sélection-
nées conjointement.

15. Support lisible par ordinateur codé avec un program-
me informatique comprenant des instructions qui,
lorsqu’elles sont exécutées, opèrent pour amener
un ordinateur à mettre en oeuvre des opérations se-
lon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 13.
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